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SUMMARY
	 ti

Research in THE AL014A SYSTBI under Contract. Number NAS2-6700 is divided

into two major tasks; (1) to study and develop advanced forms of computer-

communications networks using random-access packet switching methods (Task I),

and (2) to conduct general studies of multiprocessor system organization

centered on the development of the BCC 500 computer (Task II).
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I. TASK I

1.0 OBJECTIVES

The work of Task I concerned the study and development of THE- ALOHA SYSTEM

and its extension to advanced forms of computer communications networks. Its

objectives were to perform theoretical studies on and experimental tests of

radio linked ALOHA type networks. The principal subtasks of this part were:

(a) To perform theoretical and simulation studies of ALOHA type radio
channels for use in packet switched communications networks.

(b) To experimentally test improved versions of the ALOHA communications
techniques and its extensions. A principal subtask was to design
and develop a packet radio repeater suitable for use with THE ALOHA
SYSTEM operational network.

Both of these subtasks were successfully completed and the results

obtained are explained in detail in section I of this report. In

addition, the results have been reported in detail in numerous external

publications, ALOHA SYSTE11 reports and internal documents. Task I

publications for the period covered by Contract NAS7-5700 are given at the

end of this section (4.0).
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2.0 BACKGROUND

Developments in remote access computing during the latter part of the

1960's have resulted in increasing importance of remote tune-sharing,

remote job entry and networking for large informa t ion processing systems.

The present generation of compuLor-communication systems is based on the use

of leased or dial-up common carrier facilities, primarily wire connections.

Under many conditions such communication facilities offer the best possible

communications option to the overall system designer of a large computer-

communication facility. In other circumstances, however, the organization

of common carrier data communications systems seriously limits the design

of a large information. processing system.

When the constraint of data communications by wire is eliminated a

number of options for different methods of organizing data communications

within a computer-communications net are made available to the system designer.

THE ALOHA SYSTMI project has investigated the use of new forms of random

access communications for computer-communication networks; the first links in

THE ALOHA SYSTEM UHF radio-linked computer system were set up in 1971.

Since that time THE ALOHA SYSTFf has been in continuous operation. The

ALOHANET uses two channels at 407.350 Miz and at 413.475 DHz in the UHF

band. These channels are now operated at 9600 baud. ALOHA uses packet commmi-

cation techniques similar to that employed by the ARPANET in conjunction with

a novel form of random-access radio-channel multiplexing. The radio channel,

when used in a burst random-access mode, has come to be known as an ALOHA

channel. The ALOHA technique, first described in a paper published in 1970,

has opened up the entire field of packet broadcastinq of which the ALOHANET,

the ARPANF.T Satellite System, and the Packet Radio System are three examples.
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Perhaps the most significant and promising application of the ALO1U1

technique is in satellite packet broadcasting. The design of the ARPA

Satellite System uses a variation of the pure ALOHk technique to make

feasible the sharing of a single satellite channel or transponder among a

large number of users on a random access basis. The satellite channel can

be regarded as a resource which can be shared by many users, and it is

this resource-sharing that promises to significantly 'Lower the cost of data

transmission when the new U.S. domestic satellites become operational in

the next few years.

The satellite broadcasting field i;, still new and largely untested.

The satellite DIP (SIMP) developed by Bolt, Beranek and Neuman is scheduled

to go into field operation sometime in 1974. At present, however, THE

ALOHA SYSTDI has the only burst-mode packet broadcasting satellite channel

in operation (employing the NASA satellite ATS-1).

During the three years that THE ALOHA SYSTIM has been supported by ARPA

through Contract NAS2-6700, Task I has developed an operational ground radio

network; an important integrated version of the terminal control unit (TCU);

an advanced communications controller/multiplexer including a network "gateway";

a packet repeater; a packet broadcasting satellite system using ATS-1 and a

multiprocessor system simulation facility. During this period, ALOHA's contri-

bution in the theoretical areas have been highlighted by a considerable number

of ARPANET Satellite System Notes and studio-s for the ARPA Packet Radio System.

The motivation for this system building has been (1) to demonstrate

the feasibility of the ALOHA multiplexing technique in a variety of situations,

and (2) to gain insight at a practical level into the problems of the design

and use of such a system. We believe that innovations in the architecture

of computer-communication networks we have developed and the results obtained

in our theoretical investigations have amply justified this work.
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3.0 SPECIFIC ACCOMPLISIDEM'S

3.1 Theoretical Results

Researchers in THE ALOHA SYSTEM have provided much of the impetus for

the theoretical interest in multi-user channels which now exists in the U.S.

The first multiple user channel designed specifically for computer-communication

networks was the ALOHA channel and a good deal of work has gone into an

examination of the properties of this channel under Contract NAS2-6700. Among

the results obtained were those dealing with different data rate users and

how they affect the channel in a multi-access mode. Results were obtained

for both the unslotted case (where it was shown that a mixture of packet

lengths tend to degrade the channel) and for the slotted case (where it was

shown that a mixture of users with different transmission probabilities could

lead to higher efficiency -- or "excess capacity"). Both of these results

were important in obtaining an understanding of this new form of data coninuni-

cations.

Additional theoretical results were obtained dealing with the spatial

capacity of an ALOHA channel, or how such a channel performs in the presence

of strong signal capture effects. In Packet Radio Temporary Note 49, we

analyzed the reception of packets in the presence of capture. We were able to

show that when the central receiver is surrounded by a uniform density popu-

lation of packet transmitting terminals, there exists a radius r 0 such that

any packet transmitted from a terminal located within r 0 will be received

correctly with probability one (after a finite number of retransmissions)

while the expected number of retransmissions required for a packet transmitted

from a terminal further from the center than r 0 will be unbounded. Thus

there exists a natural circle of radius r 0 such that terminals transmitted

from within this circle can get their packets into the central receiver,
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while terminals transmitting from outside this circle spend all of their time

retransmitting their packets in vain. We have called r 0 the Sisyphus distance

of the ALOHA channel. N.T. Qiarder extended the Sisyphus result to the case

of two sinks, both with perfect capture. Ile found that the capacity of that

system was twice the capacity of a single terminal, and furtllennore, it was

independent of the actual throughput distribution. Thus the two ALOHA terminals

automatically distribute the throughput so that each operates at peak efficiency.

Ronald Ibaraki., wider the guidance of Professor Gaarder, produced a report

"A Dynamic Analysis of ALOHA Systems with Blocking and Carrier Sense" analyzing

some simple properties of dynamic ALOHA channels for the first time. From

his mathematical model lie obtained a system of first order differential equa-

tions which describe the dynamic behavior of an AL0I1A channel. In this model

attempts to send new packets and blocked packets form a Poisson point process.

From the solutions, Ibaraki found that the throughput may approach 1/T but in

the operation condition, the average delay approaches NT and the users are

blocked most of the time. By reducing throughput, the average delay and

average number of blocked users can be reduced.

3.2 System Development and Experiments

The principal Task I subtask in this part of THE ALOIIA SYSID1 contract during

the period covered by this report was the design and development of an AL011A

repeater suitable for use with our two frequency random access communication

network. Since the transmission scheme of the operational ALOHANET is

by line-of-sight, repeaters are necessary to operate in an environment such

as Honolulu where a diversity of terrain (mountains, high-rise buildings,

heavy foliage, etc.) severely limts the radio range. An ALOHA repeater was

initially built for testing purposes with simple hard-wired logic, similar to
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the integrated ALOHA TCW s built in 1972.

Preliminary tests on Oahu indicated that the repeater functioned as

designed and in January 1974, tests were made successfully from Mown. Haleakala

on Maui to test the range of the repeater and the effects of radio interference

upon its operation. After the radio portion was tested oil 	 repeater a

more versatile programmable ALOHA repeater was constructed using an INTEL 8080

microprocessor chip. The repeaters now available will allow the investigation

of routing algorithms with multiple repeater paths for a simple network of the

sort in operation.

Another project which was strongly emphasized during the period of

this contract was the design of an integrated or programmable terminal control

unit (PCU) which is the major communication module at the terminal end of

the ALORANET. Existing hard-wire versions of the terminal control unit

(TCU) were felt to be too bully and expensive. Thus we concentrated on the

development of two new TCU's involving an I,INTLL 8008 microcomputer and then

an INTEL 8080 microcomputer oil single integrated circuit chip. The PCU

enabled the system to respond to a. variety of different transmission protocols,

including variable length packets and character-by-character transmission.

Two versions of the PCU were completed during the period covered by this

report and the software has been successfully debugged. The job is an ongoing

project and many of the experimental protocols possible with a PCU are yet

to be implemented.

The establishment of the Lockheed SUE minicomputer facility was another

system development of the ALORkM during the period of this contract.

This stand-alone computer was successfully integrated into the existing radio

network and put into use as a stand-alone computing facility, an ALOIIA simu-

lation facility and a source of file traffic for the network.
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In addition to work on the ALO11ANET, satellite experiments in packet

broadcasting have been conducted on the NASA ATS-1 satellite. The initial

experiments were conducted with NASA designed modems and interface hardware.

The equipment supplied by NASA/AMES (other than the radio) consists primarily

of a PCM Bit Synchronizer, a NASA-built Formatter/Synchronizer, and a

Convolutional Coder/Decoder. This equipment, taken together, represents an

investment in the order of $10,000,00. By going to a block code and implement-

ing the error correction function in software, the cost of the stand alone

coder/decoder could be saved. A standard 9.6K bps ALOHA modem was modified

for rapid burst acquisition and low false-alarm rate. Minor modifications were

made to the ATS-1 radio to interface the ALOHA modem and a simple interface

unit was built to go between the modem and the radio. Tests to date have

indicated the ALOHA modem arrangement to have about the same error rate capa-

bility as the NASA designed system. Therefore, the use of the cheaper ALOHA

system appears quite feasible. The cost of the ALOHA modem should be no more

than $500.00

Efforts were directed toward investigation of the ATS-1 channel character-

istics, development of bit error analysis software, of terminal acknowledgement

capability in the MENEHUNE for use on ATS-1, and investigations of an improved

modem design for use on the ATS-1 channel.

Measurements of bit-errors per packet and packet throughput using both

the ALOHA and the NASA modems at various data rates were conducted. Prelimi-

nary measurements indicated that the ALOHA modem had superior packet through-

put at a 9600 bps rate in comparison to the NASA-supplied equipment. No

comparisons are available at other bit rates since the ALOHA modem was not

operated at any other bit rate. In general, we found the ALOHA modem to

have a throughput of 80 to 90 percent of all its packets without any errors.
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These measurements were taken with the satellite operating in the full power

mode. With the satellite in the low power mode (6 dB less) the throughput

was seriously degraded for both systems to the order of about 10 percent

packet throughput without errors. The above measurements were made on the

basis of receiving a signal level of about one microvolt at the receiver

preamp with the satellite in the full power mode.

In addition to the hardware system development reported above, considerable

effort during the period of this contract was devoted to software development.

Work was completed on the NCP and TELNET programs required to interface THE

ALOHA SYST51 to ARPANET.

The ALOHA-NCP program which supports ARPANET connections has been

operational since June 1974. It is presently limited to half-duplex line-by-line

t ,.=60ml support, which has limited its use by project personnel. Character-

by-character support is expected to be in operation at a later date for newer

(programmable) TCU's. The use of ARPANET hosts with ALOFIA terminals also

created some problems which did not exist when using the UH360, such as the

need for carriage return padding and a more sophisticated method of screen-size

control for CRT displays. Solutions to these problems were subsequently

implemented in the NENEFRM. Additions to the NCP program to support Server-

TELNEI connections and provide appropriate flow control for file transfers

were made and detailed documentation was completed for the present NCP version.

During this period a number of significant additions were made to the

original ALOHA SYSTEM protocols. These consisted of new packet formats to

support character-by-character and variable length packets, provisions for

text transparency and flow-control signalling, and special protocols to

accomplish automatic loading of programmable TCU's. The latter were required

for support of SRI's portable TCU to be tested with our system, and also for
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use with the IMPEL 8080 TCU's. These protocols have been implemented in

the MENE M- and documented. A significant amount of effort was also

expended in MENEFUNE programming support of ATS-1.
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II. TASK II

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This section covers the activities of Task II during the period from

November 1, 1971 through October 11, 1974. Task II, Research i,i Multi-

processor Computing Systems, was formed under Contract NAS2-6700 and added

to THE ALOHA SYSTEM in late 1971 to investigate multiprocessing system toch-

niques and make possible the transfer of technology incorporated in the

BCC 500 computing system to the general computing community and to specific

ARPA-supported endeavors.

As circuit speeds become limited by that of light and by packaging

considerations, some form of concurrency in processing is the only alterna-

tive for cost/performance improvements. The large "super computers" rely

on the progranuner's ability to organize his data such that a single machine

instruction can direct a number of arithmetic units to do similar computa-

tions simultaneously (as in ILLIAC IV), or on the engineer's ability to

design hardware to execute a number of instructions simultaneously (as in

STAR or the TI machine). Many jobs do not lend themselves to these approaches,

however, especially those which interact with persons at remote terminals.

Systems having more than one processor are not new to the computer scene,

nor are those running independent jobs directed from interactive terminals

(time-sharing). Most such systems use the additional processors either in

the identical role of the main processor or to do system I/0. The system of

Berkeley Computer Corporation was the first serious attempt to distribute the

functions of system management (the operating system) over several simpler,

dedicated processors in the rigorous environment of interactive computing.

. _.3 ..	 ._	 ...	 .	 .. _._	 ..	 _:...	 eu,. _.:::.....	 .. _._._	 .l _.,... ^ ...:.	 .... ..:... .. ..	 i.a.drr_H	 Nl+aun_.me^ewAU.^i
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The BCC 500 system was designed at Berkeley Computer Corporation in

1969 using principles and philosophies of multiprocessor systems dovcioped

by researchers at Project GL1II: of the University of California at Berkeley.

A number of these individuals helped form the company upon leaving the

Project. In the new environment all of the development work--detailed design,

fabrication and testing--was done both in hardware and software areas, and

the Project technology thus moved from the realm of theory to that of

practice, BCC was forced, however, by financial difficulties to teiminate

operations in early 1971 after constructing a working prototype. Thus the

opportunity existed to bring to Hawaii all of BCC's equipment and designs and

a number of former BCC personnel to set up and operate the system, publish

aspects of it, consult with ARPA contractors having multiprocessor systems,

and establish a basis for doing further research into multiprocessor systems.

A proposal to this effect was submitted in mid-1971 for a three-year effort

beginning in September. 79ne proposal was accepted, although a two-year

contract (NAS2-6700) was given.

During the period of proposal evaluation and contract negotiations,

however, a slippage in completion of new facilities to house the Task occurred,

delaying the Task's effective starting date some five months. In Febrr,ary 1972

the equipment was moved from Berkeley to 11onolulu and placed in the new Holmes

Hall, still under construction. work began on the system's installation and

refurbishment (it had deteriorated somewhat during its period of storage) in

March. Software work began in %y. In February 1973 the system first ran

using a temporary CPU. This permitted software activities to enter the

checkout phase.

IP1.
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From February through Aug ,,ist 1973 (,the end of the two-year period), the

hardware was improved and much. software work was accomplished, The work

was performed by the Task II staff most capably and under adverse conditions

(initially there was no plumbing, telephone, air conditioning, or elevator

in the building). Since the staff was acquired more locally than had been

originally planned, the new people required training. Thus, at the end of

August 1973 the work on the installation was not complete.

A proposal was submitted to continue the work of the Task in the same

vein of the earlier proposal: to permit a few month's more effort on the

500 completion and documentation and then to enter the research phase.

NAS2-6700 was continued for another year; the Task was asked by ARPA to com-

plete its work on the 500 system in four months, but resubmit its proposal

for new directions in research.

The topic chosen was operating system security; specifically, methods

for securing the T DJEX-based operating system proposed by the Institute

of Advanced Computation (IAC) at NASA/Ames Research Center. This system

was and is still under development. It includes the ILLIAC I\' computer

and the UNICON trillion-bit store, L:-o large and e\:pensive resources which

are being used from different locations in the United States by means of the

ARPA network. There is a desire by DOD that in the near future at least the

ILLIAC be made available for the processing of classified information. our

proposal to study various means for providing the requisite security via

TENEX was accepted and support was provided for the remaining eight months of

the contract year.

Section II will be only a brief summary of the work accomplished by the

Task. Each subsection includes references to,-teclunical documentation which has

been produced under the Contract and which has been supplied to ARPA and IAC.



2.0 BCC 500 (CORK

This work was accomplished during the first 26 months of the Task. It

may be described in two, separate major activities: hardwaro work and soft-

ware clove lopmont. These will be discussed separately. The two efforts were

closely interlinked, of course, and influenced each other, ometimos detri-

mentally.

2.1 Hardware {Cork

The prototype BCC 500 system was built in Berkoloy, California on the

assumption that the system would never be moved. It its built into open

frames in too different rooms. To move the system to Honolulu required

total disassembly, and this necessarily caused. considerable damage. Some

sections could be disassembled only by cutting and destroying cables.

Several man-months were spent in arranging for the move and in packing

the equipment. The equipment, in crates, filled a chartered 707 jet freighter.

Less than $100 of damage was clone to the equipment in the complete move--a

tribute to the persons responsible for planning of the move and packing.

1);e BCC 500 ^%:stem 111 B01-1.010y conaiSted of a total of 111110 pro: e,-	 ,

sip of which were part of the central system. The others were intended to

be connected to the central portion by means of coimnunications interfaces.

The configuration chosen for Honolulu did not require the remote processors,

however. Thus, only the central portion of the system was made operable.

Also connected to the central memory were two drum units and a dual-

positioner disk file. Non-terminal I/O was handled by a 360/30 with its

attendant peripherals. The 360 was not part of the BCC equipment and had

been returned to IBM earlier.

-21.
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two of the processors (CPUs) were dedicated to execution of user

Processes. One of these had not yet been completed; its role was performed

by a temporary CPU called the SNP (system measurement processor), destined

later to be used for system utility purposes. The other processors wore

dedicated to ruining aspects of the overall operating system. The AfSCH

(microscheduler) primarily scheduled the CPUs and handled process wakeups.

The CHIO (character input/output) performed input/output activities for the

terminals. It was intended to communicate with the remote processors. The

AMC (auxiliary memory control) did all of the system memory management.

The processors communicated through common areas on the central memory

using a simple hardware interlock mechanism called PROTECTS. Each processor

was implemented around a basic microprocessor structure capable of performing

operations at peak rates of around 15 million per second. The operating

system processors were guided by algorithms written directly into microcode

(a unique aspect of the system) such that their accesses to memory were for

data only. In effect, each was "and is) a special-purpose, data-driven

processor capable of very high speed operation (as compared with a processor

running conventional. software).

The CPUs were Np.lemented on similar microprocessors, the microcode

in this case emulating a rather elegant processor designed in conjunction with

a higher-level language aimed at systems programming (SPL). No assembler

was produced for this CPU; code for it was to be written only in SPL and other

languages as they became available. The CPU was equipped with features to

make it efficient when running SPL and FOWFFAN. It was also equipped with

a mode which emulated the user mode of the XDS 940 system. Thus, all 940

5
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software could be run on the system. (A software package called the

"940 Emulator" fielded the system calls and converted them into appropriate

500 system calls.)

All of the above-mentioned hardware was received in Honolulu physically

intact, but far from operable-. As each hardware item was undergoing renova-

tion it was scrutinized for design flaws. A number of design weaknesses

were discovered and corrected. In many cases this involved adding wires to

existing printed circuit boards; in some cases, however, new boards were

required altogether. The items were then checked out as completely new

devices and installed into new cabinets designed to provide better cooling.

The following hardware projects were accomplished during the contract:

2.1.1 Site Preparation

A number of projects were required to prepare the space to receive and

house the equipment.

Room Layout

The space available for the equipment was not overly large and was rather

oddly shaped. After some difficulty, the equipment was appropriately laid out

into the room in such a iris • that	 it could he worked on and the room could be

properly cooled.

Cabinets

A completely new set of cabinets were acquired to specifications developed

specifically for the machine. These cabinets were arranged in an H-structure

with the processors and other computer electronics in the front sections of

racks and the power supplies and core memory in the back section. The two

were connected by a narrow cable raceway.
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AC Power

It was necessary to specify and pursue the installation of new power

facilities in the building to provide for the operation of the equipment.

Lengthy specifications for this power were developed and put through the

State bidding process and final installation.

Motor Generator

The 13CC equipment included a 37.5 KVA motor generator with a large fly-

wheel for ride-through operation. The motor generator removes switching trans-

ients from the primary power and provides excellent voltage regulation. The

fly-wheel provides enough inertia to operate the generator for about 15 seconds

after a primary failure. The primary power can fail for up to 5 seconds

without forcing a shut-down. Power from the unit was carried to a distribution

panel in the machine room to feed the various system electronics components

(the drum and disk units were powered directly from primary power).

DC Power

Each identifiable unit in the system was provided with its own set of

power supplies. These supplies were monitored and switched on and off by a

set of povor sensing and control units. The original BCC power unit: crc

altered to provide improved reliability and were renovated before installa-

tion in the new cabinets.

Air Conditioning

A 15-ton fan coil unit was installed in the room to provide cooling for

the system. The unit was connected to the building chilled water system.

This was done primarily for reasons of economy. Experience since then has

shown that the building system is not well regulated and is subject to failure,

especially when there are power problems. This has affected the system reli-

ability.
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Safety Interlocks

Experience with. equipment of this nature has shoran that its reliability

is greatly impaired when it is switched on and off frequently. To operate

the equipment in the absence of personnel, however, without- requisite inter-

locks is clearly dangerous. Thus, the room was equipped with a number of

safety circuits designed to totally shut clown the room automatically in the

event of air conditioning failure, or a power failure, and manually by

pressing a single button located at each entry to the room.

2 Hardware Renovation

Each of the major units of the 13CC 500 system was renovated as pre-

viously discussed.

microscheduler

The microscheduler was initially set up in a test arrangement and served

as the model for analysis of the basic microprocessor design. In this way,

a number of timing bottlenecks and logic design flaws were discovered and

corrected. The microscheduler was then completely refurbished and installed

in the cabinets. The processor was provided with ROD; parity and a number of

other new features.

CHIO

In the same manner the CHIO was refurbished and installed in the

cabinets. The microcode was modified to permit concurrent operation of the

CHIO and the common test processor (CTP), a portion of microcode emulating

the instruction set of a processor similar to the Xerox 940. This

capability permits software to be executed on the CHIO on a time-shared

basis with its other activities to facilitate handling the ARPA network

i
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and/or other input/output not originally provided for in the system. The

software may communicate with the original microcode by means of special

calls.

AMC

This processor was similarly refurbished, installed in the system,

provided with ROM parity, etc.

AMTU

This unit contains all the drum/disk transfer and fast memory interface

electronics: The unit was deemed to be in adequate condition and was in-

stalled and checked out without refurbishment. Replacement of the unit

was deemed impracticable because of its uniqueness in the system and its

complexity. The unit has since operated flawlessly.

Drum ^

This Bryant 1100-head drum twit was received as a newly refurbished

device from its manufacturer. It was placed into operation early in

December 1972 by the manufacturer's installer. Shortly thereafter it

suffered a number of head crashes involving about 7% of the available storage

area. Since the unit nos not under warranty, it was necessary Cor Tasl^ d!

personnel to remedy the situation. Investigation showed that t!te crashes had

occurred because of dirt within the drum. Because of very dirty conditions

in the room, and of several possible means for entry of dirt into the unit,

it seemed that the drum would require complete cleaning every two months if

it were to survive. Moreover, our previous experience with such a drum teas

that after such a crash the drum had, at most, a few months of life remaining.

^a^^z^-rya' 
^3in
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A number of measures were developed and taken to forestall future

accidents.. The machine room was thoroughly cleaned and stern measures to

keep it that way were instituted. Carpeting was installed on the floor and

all personnel were required to remove their shoes upon entering the room,

thereby greatly reducing the amount of dirt brought into the room and

eliminating problems with static electricity. A built-in vacuun cleaning

system was installed so that dirt removed from the carpet was not transferred

into the room atmosphere. The room was pressurized against dirt entry by

air conditioning modifications. The drum was sealed more carefully and was

also pressurized by dried air passed through a micron filter. The method

of cooling the unit was changed to eliminate the fans that were thought to

be the major source for dirt entry.

The ruined heads were removed and a number of new heads installed in

spare slots. That, together with existing spares ; made up for the loss of

storage and the drum was restored to full capacity. An aerosol particle

detector was fitted to the unit. This proved i.lnValUablo, not only in

serving as a sentinel during operation of the unit, but also as a means of

locating E •"nds not flying prcrvrly. All or thin 	 tas v ...w 1. .m

The unit has functional since without incident and has not required ser v ic-

ing of any kind.

The measures described in renovating and protecting this drum have

been transported to the ILLIAC N NASA/Ames IAC TENEX system, which includes

a drum of similar manufacture. This drum, operating in a similarly dirty

environment, has had even more serious maintenance problems.
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Drum 1

This unit was received originally in the equipment from BCC where it

had run acceptably for months. It suffered the same fate as drum p, how-

ever, losing, approximately the same number of heads. All of the measures

described above for drum p were applied to drum 1 and the unit was made

operational.

Drum Electronics

Both drum units are 24-bit parallel devices and there is considerable

electronics associated therewith. This equipment was in acceptable

condition, requiring only cleaning and checking; minor modification was

made on a fete of the printed circuit boards during check-out to vnprove

signal quality.

Disk Pile

The Bryant disk file was completely rebuilt on site in Honolulu by

Bryant personnel. A complete set of "crash proof" disk surfaces was

installed, and the original disks were stored against future need.

During this tune one of the two actuators failed and replacement was

require.':. The disk anti its asrc: inted electronics began to parCerr :voyt

ably with relatively little attention. Subsequently, this performance hus

been improved by systematic adjustment of various heads on the file. The

file has been operated for approximately two years without incident except

for one head crash which occurred due to excessive dirt. The head was

destroyed in the crash, but the surface was found to be still useful. Con-

sequently, the head was merely replaced and the file was restored to

operation. The room cleanliness measures previously described have fore-

stalled a recurrence of the situation.
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Water Chiller

The disk file required a 5-ton water chiller for environmental control.

This water chiller was installed in a utility area on a floor above at the

time the disk was installed.

MPMM%l @ficroprocessor Memory Bus Multiplexer)

The MPM M was deemed to be in such poor condition that it was not

worth renovation. Consequently, a completely new unit was designed,

constructed, and checked out.

Fast Memory

The fast memory is one of the more complex and critical portions of

the system. It consists of four "quadrants" of electronics connected to

a total of eight Ampex core memory modules and serves to buffer and

schedule 3nenory requests from tip to four conflicting sources over the eight

core modules. It contains 32 registers of active storage, providing a

modest look-behind capability. Various printed circuit boards of the unit

were refurbished and a number of design faults were noted and corrected.

This resulted in the necessity for reconstruction of a small number of

printed circuit boards. The means by which the original fast memory was

connected to the various processors (i.e., the memory cabling) was considerably

damaged during the disassembly. Because new cabling was required and because

of the doubtful quality of the fast memory back plane it was decided to re-

place the back plane. This was done utilizing programs which ran on the

system itself with the original fast memory configuration connected temporari-

ly. The system was then idled for about six weeks while the memory was

reconfigured on the new back plane and with new cabling and connectors.
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Core Memory

The Task received 11 Mipox R-G core memory modules, each of 16 K by

50-bit capacity, one microsecond cycle tLUe. Several of these modules were

not functional, as some deterioration of the electronics coiiponorts had

occurred. One had not yet been equipped with extensive modifications

designed and installed by 13CC on the others. This module uus updated and

all the modules were placed in working condition.

An off-line testing facility for Ampex modules was designed and fabri-

cated using a discarded BCC microprocessor prototype back panel and old

printed circuit boards. This facility, equipped with a teletype interface,

permits modules to be operated in test mode in a variety of ways while

off-line, thus assuring a functional replacement should one of the active

modules fail.

CPU 1.5A

This unit was refurbished and installed in the cabinets. It gave us a

40% increase in computing power over the temporary CPU when it went into

operation. The unit is implemented on a microprocessor except that it is

provided with a hardware multiplier, i.nst •uction fetch unit, and a 128-entry

memory nk1p. The processor i;as also equipped r:ith R0d1 parity. As this t%as

the first processor so equipped, it was necessary to produce, update, and

fully verify the processor's microcode source language to include correct parity.

These procedures were then used to produce updated and verified microcode

for all other processors, assuring fully documented microcode for all

processors.
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CPU 1,5B

The unit was refurbished and installed into the cabinets. This unit

had never been completed by BCC and required slightly more work than its

companion unit. It was the last processor to be placed in the system on-

line and effectively doubled the system's computing capacity.

2.1.3 System Integration

Central Control

This unit was redesigned and built to replace an oldor substandard BCC

component. It contains clock generation and distribution and a. number of

circuits used in conjunction with the maintenance panel.

Real Time Clock and Battery Charger

The system real time clock was refurbished and installed in the cabinets.

An accompanying power supply unit including a nickel cadmium battery and

charger was refurbished and installed. The battery serves to provide a

continuous source of pourer for the system real time clock and a few other

critical. circuits.

Console

An operating console consisting of switches, li ghts, and push-buttons

connected by a long cable to the system central control was designed and

built to replace an obsolete unit.

Maintenance Panel

A special maintenance panel was built with a number of lights to indicate

various error or abnormal conditions within the system and a number of

switches to permit various actions related to hardware maintenance and system

configuration.

F
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Amory Cabling

The original system memory cabling which tied together all of the proces-

sors and drum disk controllers to the fast memory, and the .fast memory to the

core modules, was virtually destroyed as the system was disassembled. In the

process of reconstruction of the fast memory, a new set of cables was built.

These cables were built to different specifications than the original cabling,

using a special form of flat cable consisting of alternate ground and signal

lines. Paddle boards were also designed to accommodate the termination and

connection of these cables to the printed circuit boards of various units.

We were pleased to observe only a minor amount of cross talk on the cables

and an extremely high quality signal. Previously 100 ohm coax was used for

each signal Line. This kind of cabling was extremely bully and quite diffi-

cult to terminate for connection purposes.

C11I0 Multiplexer

A completely new CHIO multiplexer was fabricated from components which

had been originally destined for the Phase II CIAO multiplexer to be used

in connecting the CHIO processor with the remote DCCs. This multiplexer was

thus designated Q MO railtiplo>c: 1.2 and served to roplace the Phase I

multiplexer which was of substandard quality. The writ consists of a buck

panel accommodating printed circuit boards for various }ands of conmiuni.ca-

tion line connections to the CHID. The QUO is currently equipped with 16

local terminal (current-loop) connections and eight RS 232 terminal Connections.

It is also equipped with an interface to the HP2100, to a PDP-11 (via a 9600

bps RS 232 modem interface), and to the ARPA network IMP (via a specially

designed 50 Kb interface).
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PROTECTS

Analysis of the operation of the system revealed that the PROTECTS, a.

system of processor interlocks to permit the protection of system objects

like global tables, were inadequate as originally implemented by I3CC.

This necessitated redesign of the entire PROTECTS system. The now design

involved changes in the processors as well as the production of four

printed circuit boards in the system central control area. The now PROTECTS

include a self-checking feature, providing a warning indication in the event

of a failure, and feature an equal priority circuit giving each processor

equal treatment on the average in contention resolution.

HP 2100A and Potter Taped Unit

Ibis commercial minicomputer was received and interfaced to the CHIO

multiplexer. A controller for the accompanying tape unit was developed by

a commercial supplier to Task specifications. The tape unit, a 120 i.ps,

800 bpi, 9-track unit is used primarily as a back-up facility for system

files and for communication with other systems. It was by this means thn

the BCC software, brought to ILnaiii on tape, WES reintroduced into the

syst y: '

Iomec Line Pr.intor

An Iomec 200 1pm line printer was received and interfaced to the

HP2100A. This interface was designed and built as two sub-units, one at

either end of a 100-foot cable linking the units. The printer is maintained

in an adjoining area primarily to keep people away from the immediate area

of the system and to prevent paper dust from interfering with drum and disk

operation.
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2.1.4 Documentation

The state of hardware documentation is good.* Accurate logic diagrams

exist for all hardware. There are correctly marked Copies of Record which

are kept in the machine room with the equipment, and back-up originals

stored in a separate area. During the contract all microcode was verified

and reconciled to old Copies of Record. During this effort several exist-

ing microcode errors were located and corrected. The microcode source

language for every processor was updated and recompiled. Finally, the

recompiled microcode was checked against the Copies of Record and against

the actual microcode boards themselves, During the contract a wirelisting

program written for the Xerox 940 was obtained from Xerox PARC and modified

slightly to be used with BCC style back panels. This program was then used

to generate up-to-date wirelists for each of the back panels in the system.

A number of other hardware documents were produced describing the hardware

and various indicators and protection devices installed during the period of

system integration. There also exists stated maintenance procedures to he

followed for the various units of the system.

2.2 Software Development

Tile software accompanying the hardware was stored in symbolic and

binary form in BCC 500 system files on a number of 7-track 556 bpi magnetic

tapes. For compatibility with the University Computing Center machines, it

* No hardware documentation is included with list of Task II documentation
at the end of Swction II, as it is considered overly specialized. The
documentation consists of logic diagrams, microcode listings, and detailed
hardware operation descriptions.

,s
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was determined that the BCC 500 tape unit should be an 800 bpi, 9-track

unit. Thus, it was necessary to copy all of these tapes from one format

to the other. A nwubor of tape handling probe mns were written for this

purpose. ]hiring this same period (i.e., before the hardware was available)

programs for the I111 360 were written for the purpose of reformatting some

of these files and listing them. This gave the progrmnmers access to the

BCC software before the hardware was available. lie original BCC 500

configuration included a direct connection to an IM 360 Model 30 which

operated a number of tape units, line printers, card readers, etc. To

replace this arrangement, the 11P 2100 tape unit and line printer were

acquired. It was necessary to write and debug software for the 2100 to

operate as a contruller for all of the devices, driven by requests originat-

ing in the 500. This effort was clone so as to make the 2100 emulate precisely

the past behavior of the Model 30, thus requiring no changes in BCC software.

The state of the operating system received front BCC was relatively

good. The system was interim and heavil y patched, but its Lugs had been

mostly located and the patches were documented. Thus, after a modest effort

to find portions of the sof m n • e sca tcred on various talcs, Collect the

together, and remake the various patches, the system was ready to run well.

As the hardware improved, so dial the reliability of the system. A few new

software errors were discovered and corrected.

The primary software accomplishment was the production of a working SPL

compiling system. The compiler originally used by BCC was written to run on

the Xerox 940 and, while also runnable on the BCC 500, ran with great

inefficiency. This compiler had been written at BCC in QSPL, a 940 language.
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An SPL written Di its own language had been partially completed but had never

been debugged or documented. Production of the SPL first required checking

and full documenting of about 400 pages of listing. A number of errors Caere

found and corrected in this work. Then compiling and on-line debugging began.

As a partial check on the correct operation of the compiler, it was demon-

strated that it would correctly compile itself.. The SPL was then used to

recompile and modify a number of 13CC 500 software packages, The Zinal version

of SPL contains about 20,000 source language statements.

The system utility was enhanced to provide a number of new features such

as terminal linking. This required concurrent microcode changes, as the

original microcode was in error. Other utility subsystems were recom piled and

updated, such as a subsystem permitting use of the magnetic tape and imple-

menting a stand-alone file system for the disk file which is almost impervious

to system crashes. A number of 940 subsystems were also operational at the end

of the year; these required no effort since the CPU has a 940 mode and

executes 940 user code directly. Those subsystems include a comprehonsive

text editor, QED; `:MZP, a macro assembler Cor the 940; UUF, a lender-dryugger;

an interactive Ry11 IL IV; v TO I!' - ' ; •.wictive programming la!'nun gv

called CAL; a RU\OPP[lO], and others.

2.3 Other Activities

The Task worked on a number of matters which were related to our research

charter but are best described under a miscellaneous category.

i^

a Y
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2,3,1 Connection of the 13CC 500 System to the AVA Network

Originally it was planned to connect the system to the AIWA network via

an NCP running on the C11I0 processor, Work in better doclnnentillg the NCP

specifications progressed to the point at which is was possible to i%Tite

an NCP in microcode. This was done and it was noted that the additional

code could not fit into avai.lo.ble space in the C11I0. Another NCP was written

in QSPL - a 940 systems proglaiwing language - and a near-working version

of a CHID-based NCP was brought up in a short tune. This version ran oil

CTP (940 emulation) facility, part of the CHID.

At this time the Task was asked by IAC to serve as a test-bed for the

ELF-based A'CP under development at Ames. ELF, a system designed at UC,

Santa Barbara for the PDP•11, is equipped with an NCP and TFLNET; is connects

with the "host" via synchronous and asynchronous comntudcati.on lines.

Unfortunately, the AL011A-TIP was equipped only with two external hlP ports,

and one of them was being utilized by the radio-terminal ALO111 system. It

was decided in view of the greater potential for utility of FLF that the

CHID-NCP would be indefinitely postponed. .1s the contract an,lcd, t!rc !J F

ht^l • '.!warc 111': 11T.l l 1w,, ;11tcr aces het l l •,:!'i 11 t l tt: •:•!!^ ai: t `t..n	 i• 5!1 •^ ...^.., n•,^1v

operational; 11.P softlMrc at :\mes was nearing completion.

The 500 has nevertheless been utilized via :U2PANET since its early

operation by means of special TIP lilies made to operate in a transparent mode.

Both local and mainland users have regularly used the 500 system via the TIP

in this fashion.
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2.3.2 Local Echoing and Terminal Management in a Satellite Envirounent

The designers of the BCC 500 were among those to adopt and stress full

duplex, character-by-character communication between terminal and computer.

This approach is, of course, now used by a number of systems on the AUA

network, but as TIPs, IDiPs, and local and remote hosts get involved in the

scheme, such means of communication appears less attractive because of the cu-

mulative delay for the echos. The same phenomenon appears when a long time-

delay transmission line is used--a satellite link, for example, where the

round-trip time approaches 500 milliseconds.

The BCC S00 was designed to have small terminal-handling computers

located physically near groups of terminals (where the transmission delay is

negligible). 'These devices produce the echos for full duplex terminals

using certain strategies, so that the transmission time to the 500 is much

less a factor. This situation is not unlike the AkPA network in which the

TIP or local host can play the role of the local echo generator and the

remote host that of the main machine.
s
a	

During the contract, the echoing strategies in the 500 system were

reviewed for possible use on th e	 %4 "' • , n Q end over <,icllito 1 inks.	 ihi^

work resulted in a sch av hL!c% hot Jucu:.untcd, and submitted to the Noth M

Nbrking Group [12], and in a later technical report [G].

2.3.3 Partici2ation in COTCO Study

The Task was asked in Jul; 1973 by LISA/Ames Institute for Advanced

Computation to do a study on the proposed COTCO experiment. Considerable

effort was expended over a short period, and a draft report was submitted

to IAC in August of that same year [31].

i
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2.3.4 New Dlicroprocessor Design

In response to needs felt by NASA/Ames LAC, a pilot study was launched

to determine the feasibility of redesigning (more accurately, repackaging) the

BCC standard microprocessor for use in the ILLIAC IV system. The LAC system

design called for the use of a number of small processors to perform system

management functions similar to the BCC 500's CHIO, ANIC, and MSCH functions.

The PD13 -11 was chosen for this application, but as development progressed it

became apparent that the PDP-11 was not sufficiently powerful. The notion was

to borrow technology used on the 500; to use the processor microcode directly

for implementation of frequently-called, fixed functions and to use a standard

emulated CPU instruction set to run classical software, more readily changed.

The addition of a function call instruction allows the processor to escape

from emulation to direct microcode execution of the otherwise high overhead

functions. The maim point was that by enhancing a, say PDP-11, with direct

microcode capability of the class of the 500's microprocessor, its power

could be greatly increased while maintaining its basic character as a PDP-11.

The study required about six mar.-months of effort and resulted in the

conclusion that such a processor could be produced easily using arnilablo

packaging schemes and ?ISI: logic. Six additional man-months produced by the

end of the contract a complete set of logic diagrams for the processor and a

section of logic called RAID (Remote Assistance in Debugging) which permits

another PDP-11 to be connected to the processor via its UNIBUS and to perform

complete hardware diagnostics. The RAID capability is of novel design and

looks promising as a means for finding almost any type of processor failure.
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A modest software support effort was carried out in conjunction with the

processor design. A wirelist program was developed for IAC from existing BCC

software, modified to accommodate the Augat-type boards chosen for the processor.

lie were assisted in this greatly by IAC personnel (more accurately, it was a

cooperative venture). Also beginning with techniques developed by BCC, a

processor microcode compiler-svnulator was developed for use by IAC. Ile

higher-level language for the microcode had been developed at BCC. 17iis

language was only slightly modified, and the compiler-simulator was written in

SPL. It allows microcode, after compilation, to be simulated.

2.3.S Remote F'IP

To provide a means of transporting files to and from the 500 system by

means of the ELF-NCP, a specification was written for an FTP capability

suitably distributed between the 500 system and ELF [11]. At the end of the

contract the 500 code had been i%Tit-ten and debugged, and we were awaiting

the ELF code from IAC. This effort, if concluded as we hope, may prove uscfua

to other sites attempting connection to the ARPA network. A paper describing

the approach has been submitted to the upcoming SCC (1975)'`.

From September through December 1973, Task II project concentrated prima ri.),

on the production of adequate system documentation. Some documents were

brought from BCC and required only minor modifications. Other documentation

was totally lacking. A number of technical reports and manuals were produced

in this effort [1,2,3,7,8,9].

* Paper uTitten by J. McConnell of IAC and D. Yonamine of Task I1.
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A full session was devoted to the system in the 1974 Hawaii International

Conference on System Sciences. A total of six presentations describing the

system organization and operating system were given in the session.

2.5 System Operation

The BCC 500 system first functioned as a full system in February 1973.

Initially the system was useful only for system programming purposes, as

reliability was poor. In March 1973 the system was placed on a schedule of

four user hours/day, the remainder of the time devoted to hardware activities

or systems development activities. The schedule for guaranteed user time was

subsequently modified on several occasions, but continuously expanded so that

by May 1974 the system was operated 24 hours/clay, seven days/week, available

to users continuously except for Saturday, reserved for harchrare and software

maintenance purposes.

System reliability was at the level of better than 95% up-tine during

those hours when Task personnel were present to assist with system operations.

Even though the system functions a great deal of the time unattended, it has

never&o loo provided overall up time of approximately 30%.
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3.0 011MIATI\C SYSTEMS SECURITY PIORK

In January 1971 Task II began work under its new charter in support

of the ILLIAC IV computer system at the NASA/Mcs Institute for Advanced

Computation. The work was directed mainly to a thorough analysis of the

TENEX operating system with a view ton^`ard reorganization of most of the

code (and replacement of some) so that the ThNEX virtual machine could be

integrated into the planned I4 operating system with improved security

features.

The major conclusions and results of these investigations were:

Securing TJI\T -,X in the sense of providing certifiable multi-level

security within it should be abandoned as requiring far too much

effort (perhaps three years for a project our size).

Separating the THNEX monitor into critical and non-critical parts

and isolating each in a separate hardware "ring" was crucial to

provision of multi-level security, but was not cost-offecti.ve

enough to justify pursuing it for its own sale.

• Removal of certain rmnigemont momes frcm the moriter 11''" ::mrnly

reliability that it Auld he seriously Considered Cu r i nworp Jinnal.

in the IAC system.

The decision to abandon the idea of making a "secure TENEX" was rein-

forced by our observations of the difficulties being experienced by other

projects which were attempting to retrofit security into existing operating

systems, even in cases where a better hardware and system organization base

existed than that of TENEX (e.g., MULTICS).

:,ai
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While this work was in progress it was brought to our attention that a

specific need for secure operation of ILLIAC IV i%-as being felt by the Navy's

Acoustic Research Center (ARC) at '.Moffett Field, California. This group

needed to process data of a classified nature on ILLIAC, but existing tech-

niques for such situations would have required making the entire complex of

machines--including TENEO-unavailable to users for many hours.

Accordingly, a straightforward method for providing for concurrent,

but separate, operation of the two facilities was developed. Me character-

istics of this "encapsulation" plan, described in our proposal [PR AS 74010]

as revised on August 2, 1974, were:

• It was limited in scope in that it would provide for secure use of

the I4 only from or through the ARC facility.

• It was .independent, as far as security goes, of the internal security

and/or correctness and stave of development of IAC's operating system.

• It was comparatively simple. The amount of real research involved

i,.as small and therefore the risk of failure icas comparatively small.

The work involved was pretty well charted at that time in our sug rsteJ

iierk Statc ;:1•11t.

In addition to the above cited resalts, considerable docunentati.on was piN aced

and provided to IAC and ARRA j4,S,14-30].
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